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The National Digital Stewardship Residency Symposium held at the Library of 
Congress in April 2017 was made possible by a grant from the Institute of Museum 
and Library Services. The symposium consisted of one day of programming 
presented by members of the NDSR community, followed by a half-day evalu-
ation meeting to generate discussion points and recommendations for the 
NDSR Handbook and Toolkit. A draft version of the handbook was sent to current 
and former residents, mentors, program staff, and other NDSR stakeholders. 
Their thoughtful feedback and recommendations were incorporated into this 
final version.  
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1.    INTRODUCTION

The range of processes involved in the long-term management of digital objects requires an 
adaptable skillset and specialized training. As the amount of digital material acquired by 
cultural heritage and other stewardship institutions continues to grow, building and maintain-
ing professional capacity for digital stewardship is becoming increasingly vital. The National 
Digital Stewardship Residency (NDSR) program is designed to address this need by cultivating 
a dedicated community of new professionals who have the knowledge and technical skills to 
ensure the long-term viability of the digital record. Since the initial pilot program was 
launched in Washington, D.C., there have been not only subsequent D.C. cohorts, but also 
five additional iterations: NDSR–New York, NDSR–Boston, American Archive of Public Broad-
casting (AAPB) NDSR, NDSR–Art, and NDSR Foundations to Actions (BHL NDSR). Although 
these programs shared the same characteristics, each operated independently; there were 
no formalized guidelines or standards to ensure consistent practices across NDSR programs.

In the fall of 2015, the Council on Library and Information Resources (CLIR) received an Insti-
tute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) grant to evaluate the early NDSR programs. The 
evaluation, published as Keepers of Our Digital Future,1 provides a background and history of 
the NDSR program, a comparative assessment of the early iterations, and recommendations 
for the future. By providing a comprehensive picture of the NDSR programs that were com-
pleted by 2016, the study helped the NDSR community build connections across initiatives 
and learn from the experiences of the first program participants. IMLS subsequently funded 
the NDSR Symposium that took place in Washington, D.C., in April 2017. The symposium 
brought NDSR stakeholders together to discuss the CLIR report, evaluate program-specific 
needs and goals, make recommendations that incorporated the most effective practices of 
each iteration, and develop guidelines and a standardized model for future NDSR programs.

Building on the recommendations of CLIR’s evaluation, this handbook contains standard best 
practices and guidelines for the operation of an NDSR program. Although the handbook is 
intended to describe a general framework for NDSR programs, future administrators should 
understand that the program is adaptable, that it should continue to change and grow, and 
that the procedures outlined in this handbook should be updated over time.

1

1 Mink, Meridith Beck. 2016. Keepers of Our Digital Future: An Assessment of the National Digital Stewardship Residencies, 2013-2016. Council on   
  Library and Information Resources. Available at https://www.clir.org/pubs/reports/pub173.

The NDSR program addresses the need for a dedicated community of professionals with the 
knowledge and adaptable technical skills to ensure the long-term viability of the digital record 
by matching recent postgraduate degree recipients with cultural heritage institutions. Residents 
gain practical, hands-on training by managing digital stewardship projects in real-world set-
tings. Institutions gain a dedicated, full-time resident focused on advancing the field of 
digital stewardship and strengthening institutional capacities through project work. 

Each NDSR program is designed and managed by an administrative organization. Organizations opt 
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2 Sample Grant Narrative  
3 Glossary of Terms

to administer NDSR programs in order to support the needs of their organization and com-
munity. The administrative organization is responsible for determining the focus and particular 
goals of its initiative, designing its program, and securing funding.2 An NDSR program may be 
designed around a specific topic (e.g., specific collection material type, a facet in the digital 
stewardship life cycle), geographic area, or organizational type. The recommended residency 
length is 12 months; cohorts typically include 4 to 5 residents.  

To launch an NDSR initiative, staff from the administrative organization and their appointed 
advisory board first set project guidelines based on the focus of their initiative and then put 
out a call for potential host institutions to propose projects based on these guidelines. Host insti-
tutions are selected based on their proposed project, their ability to mentor and support a 
resident, and other criteria that ensure effective, high-level training. Project details from the 
selected host institutions are posted to the program website, and a call for resident applications 
is issued. Eligible applicants submit a cover letter and resume, letters of recommendation, and 
a video or online project. Host institutions select residents with input from NDSR program staff 
and the advisory board.

Cohorts begin the program with a week of intensive training, referred to as the immersion 
week.3 During this time, program staff provides an orientation to the residency program, res-
idents visit their host institutions and meet with their mentors for the first time, and instructors 
selected by program staff conduct a series of interactive, hands-on workshops for the cohort. 
The workshops address varied topics related to project management and digital stewardship 
(mentors may also be included in the workshops). After immersion week, the residents begin 
working full-time at their host institutions.

NDSR program staff continues to plan monthly training and professional development activities, 
referred to as enrichment sessions, throughout the residency. Enrichment sessions can range 
in topic from tool trainings, site visits and tours, or speaker series to the development of soft 
skills, such as public speaking or time management. Additionally, residents identify and engage 
in self-directed learning, take advantage of professional development opportunities, and 
travel to meetings and conferences. 

The residency concludes with a culminating activity, such as a capstone event or symposium. 
Residents submit a final report to NDSR program staff, and both residents and primary mentors 
participate in an evaluation of the program.

HANDBOOK HANDBOOK AND TOOLKIT VERSION 1.0

3.    NDSR PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

The administrative organization for an NDSR program should be in a position to coordinate 
and communicate with a network of institutions or should partner with an organization that 
has this ability. For example, AAPB NDSR was administered by WGBH, a trusted leader in 
public broadcasting that provides archival services to public broadcasting organizations 
through the American Archive of Public Broadcasting, a collaboration with the Library of 
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OUTREACH AND COMMUNICATION

NDSR program staff are responsible for creating a resident handbook with contact information, 
descriptions of policies and procedures, and other information that residents will need to 
have readily available.4 Distinct responsibilities of program staff should be well-defined, and 
NDSR participants must know with whom they should communicate about logistics, re-
quirements, or any program-related issues.5 Expectations of residents and primary mentors, 
deadlines for required reporting or other outputs, the approximate schedule of program-related 
events, and similar residency activities should be made clear at the start of the residency and 
should remain consistent. 

In addition, NDSR program staff are responsible for providing clear and timely communication 
throughout the residency. Enrichment sessions, conferences, meetings, or training should be 
scheduled far enough in advance for residents and primary mentors to manage their schedules 

HANDBOOK HANDBOOK AND TOOLKIT VERSION 1.0

Congress; NDSR–New York was administered by the Metropolitan New York Library Council, 
a nonprofit organization that provides essential services to libraries, archives, and museums 
throughout New York City and Westchester County. The NDSR program staff from the admin-
istrative organization and its advisory board should also possess the knowledge base and 
expertise to assess the proposed projects and credentials of NDSR host institution applicants. 

Successful administration of an NDSR program requires a dedicated staff with enough time 
to effectively manage the program and communicate with participants. NDSR program staff 
should consist of one full-time position or one part-time position paired with a permanent 
full-time position in which the staff member spends at least 50 percent of the workday on the 
NDSR program. Except in rare and compelling circumstances, the NDSR administrative orga-
nization should be separate from host institutions, and program staff should not serve as 
mentors to a resident. Separation between NDSR administrative duties and hosting or supervising 
a resident is essential to avoid perceived or actual conflicts of interest in managing the 
residency program. 

Program staff are responsible for assembling an advisory board. Members of the advisory 
board assist with honing project guidelines, selecting host institutions, and developing 
program-specific curricula (a separate Curriculum Development Task Force may also be 
appointed). They may also act as instructors, assist residents with their projects according to 
their area of expertise, or serve as advisors to residents. Standing in as project advisors is 
particularly crucial in the rare event that a primary mentor leaves the host institution or drops 
from the program unexpectedly. Criteria for selecting advisory board members should include 
knowledge of the digital stewardship needs of the host community, experience with providing 
education and training in the field, and the ability and commitment to invest time and effort 
in the initiative. It is advisable to include an NDSR stakeholder who has experience with past 
NDSR programs on the advisory board, whether it be a former program administrator, mentor, 
resident, or other participant.   

4 Sample Resident Manual  
5 Definition of Roles  
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6 See https://ndsr-program.org/ 
7 Host Institution Guidelines  
8 Sample Project Proposal  
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efficiently; any sudden shifts in scheduling or sudden changes are extremely disruptive to the 
workloads of NDSR program requirements and the residents’ projects. After the residency 
begins, a monthly digest e-mail is an effective way for program staff to keep all NDSR partic-
ipants informed. The monthly digest should contain reminders of upcoming scheduled events 
or due dates, as well as notifications of new blog posts, recent changes to aspects of the program, 
the whereabouts of residents, and more. Program staff should answer e-mail messages or 
phone calls from NDSR participants within two business days.       

Early in the process, program staff should establish an NDSR program online presence (e.g., 
website, resident blog, Twitter account). All information pertaining to the current initiative 
should be available, as should information about the history of the program.6 Program staff 
should strive to keep their activities as transparent as possible. The criteria and methods for 
selecting host institutions and residents, as well as the procedures and reasons for any major 
funding decisions (including, but not limited to, resident compensation), should be clear. Program 
staff may also want to set up an online project space for resident training; such areas may include 
resident portfolios, program materials and project reports, and resident blogs.  

New NDSR program staff should initiate a working relationship with the staffs of other NDSR 
programs, past and present. Coordinating across programs strengthens the core principles 
of NDSR to build a community of professionals and to further advance digital stewardship 
theories and techniques. Program staff should also initiate contact between current and former 
resident cohorts. 

HOST AND RESIDENT APPLICATION PROCESSES

About six to eight months before the anticipated start of the residency, program staff put out 
an open call for potential host institutions to propose projects. An open call for project proposals 
ensures that more institutions have an opportunity to participate. In certain cases, however, it 
may be necessary or advantageous to identify and select host institutions in advance (e.g., a co-
ordinated effort toward a common goal, a regional or interinstitutional program design). If 
host institutions are pre-selected, information about the purpose of pre-selection and the 
method or criteria used for the process should be made available on the program website. 

NDSR program staff and the advisory board are responsible for setting project guidelines 
based on the particular goals of their initiative. Host institutions are competitively selected 
based on their proposed project, their ability to mentor and support the resident, demonstrated 
buy-in from high-level executive leadership within the institution, and other criteria that ensure 
effective and high-level training.7 It is recommended that NDSR program staff or advisory 
board members schedule site visits to a host institution prior to its selection to discuss program 
expectations with its staff, interview mentors, and assess the work space and available resources. 

Details for the selected host institutions’ projects are posted to the program website before 
an open call for resident applications is issued.8 Eligible applicants must have received a 
postgraduate degree in a field related to digital stewardship within two years of the start 

https://ndsr-program.org/
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9 Resident Application

The term online project is intentionally broad to allow applicants a variety of ways to fulfill 
this aspect of the application, particularly if creating a video does not suit or appeal to them. 
Applicants who do decide to create a video can use still images, screencasts, animation, 
original footage, or any moving image desired; videos should be between two and three 
minutes long. Neither high production value nor technical perfection is expected. Online 
projects can be e-portfolios, digital collection portals, published articles, blogs, or other 
previous work that demonstrates the applicant’s professional capabilities and communication skills. 

Host institutions select residents with input from the NDSR advisory board and program staff 
as necessary. NDSR program staff receive the application materials and check them for com-
pleteness. Candidates, as part of their application, are asked to rank their preferred host 
institution projects. Based on the preference of the host institution, NDSR program staff may 
share all received applications or only those that rank the host institution in their top three. 
Host institutions are responsible for reviewing the application materials and for conducting 
in-person, phone, or virtual interviews with candidates. NDSR program staff may provide 
standardized interview questions if desired. Host institutions should select and rank two to 
three candidates. If necessary, program staff or the advisory board may make or facilitate 
making the final decision about an applicant who has been selected by more than one host 
institution or about any other circumstance requiring mediation. NDSR program staff notify 
the selected applicants at least two months in advance of the residency start date to give 
them enough time to relocate if necessary. Regardless of the outcome, all applicants should 
receive an e-mail acknowledgment from program staff.

ONBOARDING PROCESS

After the cohort has been selected, NDSR program staff should meet with mentors at each 
host institution to review and reinforce program expectations. This meeting is particularly 
important if program staff did not visit the host institution site prior to the selection of residents.
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date of the residency, demonstrate leadership or teamwork experience, and possess strong 
communication skills. Applicants submit a cover letter and resume tailored to their preferred 
projects; two or three letters of recommendation; and a portfolio, online project, or video.9 

Throughout the course of the NDSR program, residents do a considerable amount of public 
speaking, outreach, and communicative writing. In past NDSR programs, administrators have 
looked at the video or online project portion of the application as a creative way for applicants 
to demonstrate their communication skills and their interest in contributing to the field of 
digital stewardship, as well as a useful tool to help NDSR administrators determine whether 
applicants have the potential to succeed in this aspect of the program. However, as men-
tioned in Keepers of our Digital Future, opinions in the NDSR community have been divided 
on the most effective practice, and NDSR program staff may wish to experiment with other 
approaches to this part of the application. 
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10 Host Institution and Mentor Commitment Form  
11 Sample Host Institution Checklist for Resident Orientation
12 Resident Commitment Form  
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At this time, primary and secondary mentors sign a commitment form to fulfill the responsi-
bilities of a host institution.10 Host institutions are expected to integrate their resident into 
their workplace with the status of a regular employee, ensure that the resident's time is dedicated 
to their NDSR project, and offer the resident all the tools and support needed to complete their 
project as outlined in the proposal. Host institutions should have a thorough orientation for 
their resident that covers all of the necessary aspects of the workplace and organization that 
the resident will need.11 Although residents work full time, NDSR program staff should make 
clear to mentors that residents are required to spend 20 percent of their time on program 
requirements and professional development.

Before residents arrive, program staff should place them in contact with one another via an 
introductory email and should send them preliminary information about the program (e.g., 
start date, work schedule, relevant contact information, what to bring with them for immersion 
week). On the first day of immersion week, program staff provide an orientation to the residency 
program. All logistic and administrative topics from the resident handbook and resident 
commitment form12 should be covered in-depth, including, but not limited to, the following:

• Introduction to the NDSR program, including goals, principles, and initiatives to date

• Program requirements and deliverables (e.g., blogging, interim and final reports,
conference presentations)

• Compensation and benefits, including professional development funds

• Work hours, including the management of scheduled or unscheduled absences

• Resources available to residents, such as library privileges, professional head shots,
and access or login information to applicable NDSR or organizational accounts

OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES AND LOGISTICS

NDSR program staff are responsible for distributing pay; reimbursing professional travel expenses 
and fulfilling other budget management duties; managing benefits, including, but not limited 
to, personal/sick/vacation leave; and scheduling activities associated with the program. In 
some cases, host institutions rather than the NDSR administrative organization may distribute 
pay and benefits, but the NDSR program staff remain responsible for coordinating funding 
with host institutions and ensuring that residents are paid and receive benefits in a timely fashion.

Program staff also advocate for residents and mentors, and manage any logistic or personnel issues 
that come up over the course of the residency. 
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13 Sample Budget
14 Individuals with a master’s degree typically qualify for GS-9 positions. See https://www.opm.gov/policy-data-oversight/pay-leave/pay-systems/general-schedule/.
15 See https://www.opm.gov/policy-data-oversight/pay-leave/salaries-wages/2017/general-schedule/.  
16 Resident Interim and Final Report Guidelines 
17 NDSR Program Staff Interim Site Visit Worksheet

BUDGET13: When preparing the budget, the administering organization should consider how 
the residents will be classified within their payroll or human resources system and whether 
they will be paid through the administering organization or through the host institution. It is 
critical to make this determination prior to the arrival of the residents to avoid any late distri-
bution of pay, unexpected tax liabilities, or other unforeseen challenges. It is especially critical 
in distributed residencies (i.e., cohorts in which the members live and work in different loca-
tions) where tax liabilities and benefit requirements may differ across jurisdictions.

Compensation for residents should reflect the cost of living for the area where they will be 
working. The recommended pay base for residents is a GS-8 or GS-9 position in the General 
Schedule (GS) classification and pay system maintained by the U.S. Office of Personnel Man-
agement.14 For distributed residencies program staff might consult the GS Locality Pay Tables to 
consider the need for pay adjustments.15 

NDSR program staff is responsible for ensuring that residents have health care coverage as part 
of their appointment. If the administrative organization or host institution cannot provide health 
care coverage, NDSR program staff should investigate coverage options for residents and should 
include the full cost of individual health care coverage in resident compensation. Residents 
are entitled to take personal/sick leave as needed and vacation leave by approval of their primary 
mentor. Professional development funds for residents should reflect the full cost of attending 
two to three national or regional conferences. Reimbursement for travel and professional 
development expenses should follow the existing policies of the administering organization.

REPORTING AND ASSESSMENTS: Over the course of the residency, program staff should 
monitor project progress and the general residency experience. Residents are required to 
file interim reports outlining their progress to date, challenges, and projected plans.16 At least 
once during the residency period, usually at the midpoint, program staff should conduct a 
site visit and meet with primary and secondary mentors and residents separately.17 This visit 
provides an opportunity for program staff to receive updates and assist residents or mentors 
with any concerns that they have about the project or residency experience. 

Program staff are responsible for collecting and assessing data about resident competencies 
and the NDSR initiative. Residents should complete an evaluation or survey upon beginning 
and finishing the residency to measure their digital stewardship competencies, to assess their 
experience in the program, and to provide their insights into ways to make the program 
stronger. It is recommended that administrators include in their budget the cost of hiring an 
outside consultant to conduct an independent evaluation of the program. The results of 
these assessments are beneficial to the NDSR community and strengthen the initiative.

PROGRAM EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES: NDSR program staff are responsible for scheduling 
and planning or overseeing the planning of program-related events and activities, such as immersion 
week, enrichment sessions, conference travel, and a culminating event at the end of the residency.18 

HANDBOOK HANDBOOK AND TOOLKIT VERSION 1.0
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18 Sample NDSR Program Timeline and Residency Schedule

Program staff and the advisory board plan the immersion week curriculum. Program staff are 
responsible for identifying and hiring instructors; arranging travel as necessary; setting the schedule; 
booking instruction rooms; gathering necessary software, tools, and equipment; and performing 
other related tasks. Either program staff or residents and mentors can plan enrichment 
sessions. When residents or mentors plan the sessions, program staff should assist in any 
way needed. Enrichment sessions should take place at least once a month throughout the 
residency, except during the final month or two when residents are busy finishing their proj-
ects and fulfilling other program requirements. 

Residents are expected to attend professional meetings and conferences during the residency. 
Program staff should organize any required conference attendance far in advance, especially 
if residents are expected to present and must meet a conference submission deadline (some 
of which might occur before the residency starts or shortly thereafter). For similar reasons, 
residents should be encouraged to begin thinking in advance about conferences they would like 
to attend that are project-related or of professional interest. After the cohort has had time to 
acclimate to the program and become familiar with each other’s projects, residents can be 
encouraged to attend different conferences and have others in their cohort represent their work.  

Either the residents or the program staff can plan the capstone event. In the past, residents 
have organized major symposia, program staff have arranged for poster sessions, or other 
professional development activities have taken place. The main purpose of the capstone 
event is to give residents an opportunity to share the results of their work and to grow pro-
fessionally. Program staff may choose to plan an additional reception, luncheon, or ceremony 
to close the residency.    

ADVOCATING FOR RESIDENTS AND HOST INSTITUTIONS: As part of their responsibility 
for any logistic or personnel issues that arise over the course of the residency, NDSR program 
staff take measures to ensure that residents and mentors have a positive experience in the 
program. In addition, they work to ensure that residents are growing professionally and gaining 
new technical skills. Program staff should facilitate networking opportunities, attend resident 
events and presentations, and make program policies transparent.

It may be necessary to coach residents through the process of “managing up” and taking 
ownership of their projects, professional development, and self-directed learning. NDSR program 
staff can support them by identifying solutions to project challenges, advising on common 
workplace issues or organizational bureaucratic processes, and providing structured feedback 
on aspects of their performance. NDSR program staff need to support the best interests of residents 
while simultaneously encouraging them to embrace the autonomous nature of the NDSR program. 

Similarly, program staff assist mentors with reconfiguring a project when obstacles arise. For 
example, staff can connect primary mentors with other host institutions or professionals in 
the field to discuss aspects of a project. Program staff also assist mentors with any issues per-
taining to their resident or their resident’s performance. In the event that a resident leaves the 
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4. PROJECTS

Host institutions are responsible for submitting a project proposal to NDSR program staff for
consideration. Proposals should include a project title and summary, goals and objectives,
timeline (with relevant milestones), proposed deliverable(s), resources required, project context
(the project’s role in the context of the host institution and the field in general), and required
and preferred skills of a resident.19

NDSR program staff set project guidelines based on the particular characteristics of their initiative
(e.g., specific collection material type, a facet in the digital stewardship lifecycle, organiza-
tional type). Some programs may benefit from shared resources or expertise, especially when
one of the goals is to benefit host institutions that may not possess sufficient digital preservation
resources or in-house expertise. For example, larger institutions could contribute technical
support to smaller institutions, institutions with similar project goals could work collaboratively,
or residents could each work on a different aspect of a larger coordinated effort.

Because residents must be highly qualified recent postgraduate degree recipients with both
coursework and advanced training in digital stewardship theory and practice, their work
should be similar to that of other new professionals. Host institutions should provide signifi-
cant digital stewardship projects with measurable outcomes that can be publicly documented
in a resident’s final portfolio. The project plan should include definitions of what the resident
will learn as a result of the project, including core competencies and specific areas of expertise.
Projects should not be routine, task-oriented work. For example, although digitization is part
of the overall digital stewardship life cycle and may be included, scanning should not be a
project’s primary activity.

Projects for residents should

• Be well-defined and contain explicit descriptions of deliverables, skills necessary
for success, the project’s place in the larger scope of digital stewardship and the
institution’s mission, and the way in which project outcomes will be incorporated

     into organizational operations 

• Be practical, hands- on, and collaborative in nature

• Be designed so that residents have ownership of the project and can complete the
project by the end of the residency

19 Host Institution Application

program early, program staff consult with the host institution staff and determine how they may 
want to proceed (e.g., replacement in the case of departure during the first three to four 
months of the residency, a shift in project priorities, connection with the remaining residents). 

HANDBOOK HANDBOOK AND TOOLKIT VERSION 1.0



Because of the absence of a universal core curriculum that each NDSR program can use 
and build on, this essential component has varied significantly. It was an early principle of 
the NDSR program that residents could come from any discipline, and program staff have 
interpreted this principle in different ways. Including residents who have not previously re-
ceived digital curation and preservation training means that some baseline of training and 
skill-building opportunities should be available to residents, especially those who are new 
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• Focus either on an aspect of the digital curation life cycle or some specific process
that spans the entire cycle

• Require significant intellectual engagement and high-level research

• Include transferable skills that will be beneficial for the resident’s future career

• Have significance outside the institution and be relevant to peer organizations and
partners in the field

• Include work and outcomes beyond documentation that can be presented by the
resident to a national audience in conferences, writing, and publications

Although projects should be neatly conceived and well planned, they should also be designed 
for flexibility. Both host institutions and residents should enter the project with a willingness 
to adapt to the availability of resources, the skills and learning interests of the resident, 
and unforeseen obstacles to completing aspects of the project.  

Most of the residency should be devoted to project work; however, secondary activities such 
as training and networking are also important. About 80 percent of the resident’s time is al-
lotted to the project, while the remaining 20 percent is devoted to NDSR program activities 
and professional development.

5. CURRICULUM AND SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

Several factors complicate the adoption of a core curriculum, such as the tension between
broadly covering everything in the field and focusing more narrowly on the particular skills
needed in the different disciplines involved. When an organizing team at the Library of Con-
gress launched the NDSR program, they planned for the first cohort an immersion program
that used the Digital Preservation Outreach and Education (DPOE) modules, which were designed
for novice audiences. Though the DPOE modules were readily available and topically relevant,
these training materials had not been designed for day-long instruction for a postgraduate
audience. The mismatch between training material and intended audience was clear from the
first use of DPOE for the NDSR program. Since the first NDSR program, there have been
ongoing discussions about the common features that characterize an NDSR program curricu-
lum and distinguish it from other programs.
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20 Sample Curriculum
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to the field. In addition, the need to provide specialized skills to match the objectives of 
assigned NDSR projects has informed the kinds of training that are provided throughout 
the residency period.20

The NDSR model provides three distinct opportunities for training:

• Immersion week: The objective of the immersion week is to provide residents with
an intensive week of training to prepare them for their NDSR program and project.
Different residents, projects, and programs require varying amounts of time and effort
to help residents acclimate to NDSR and become sufficiently familiar with their host
institution, project, and cohort to be successful. This onboarding process begins over
once the residents are selected and continues with greater emphasis during the
immersion week.

•  Professional Development Time: NDSR programs devote 20 percent of the resi-
     dent’s time to enrichment sessions, professional development, and training that 

is beyond the immediate scope of the project and that will contribute to the residents
    readiness for post-residency employment. So long as the time is devoted to developing
   digital stewardship, information management, or related skills and does not require
   funding beyond what is provided, this component does not require specific approval
 from program staff or host institutions. However, program staff should clearly detail
   minimum requirements in the resident handbook for residents who find it difficult
   cult to gauge the appropriate level of activity. In the past, residents have used this pro-  

    fessional development time for activities ranging from doing coursework on  metadata
 data manipulation, to volunteering their expertise to local organizations, to inde-

                 pendently developing open-source digital preservation tools, to presenting panels 
or professional events for the broader community.

• Enrichment Sessions: Beyond the immersion week and throughout the residen- 
    cy as part of the requirement that 20 percent of the resident’s time be spent on 

professional development, enrichment sessions of all kinds can enhance the NDSR
experience by deepening and broadening skills and providing various forms of
hands-on experience. The availability of webinars, MOOCs, and other online of-

     ferings—in conjunction with cohort-specific discussions—provides a variety of 
options for enrichment sessions. These sessions are open to mentors, residents, or any
or any affiliated community members and offer a great opportunity to reach out
and extend human, technical, and other resources available to residents and host

institutions. They can be an effective way to help residents complete their required de-
      liverables. One role of enrichment sessions may be to identify and address unmet 

 curriculum needs and gaps in educational opportunities, such as developing time
  and project management skills.



6. THE COHORT

NDSR cohorts have taken two distinct forms: local cohorts, in which residents live and work within
the same city, and distributed/virtual cohorts, in which residents live and work in different geo-
graphic areas of the country, communicate primarily online, and meet for joint professional
events. Cohorts have varied in size across different NDSR programs. The standard size is five, and
it is recommended that a cohort consist of no more than seven and no fewer than three residents.
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An NDSR program includes some combination of curriculum and skills development, which 
should be as interactive and hands-on as possible with only limited lecture-based instruc-         
tion. NDSR program staff and the advisory board should define clear goals and expectations                                
for skills to be developed over the course of the residency; these skills should be suited to 
the resident’s project, strengths, and interests. One key to success is to help residents take 
ownership of their professional development, project, and career. NDSR program elements
that address skill and career development planning include the following:

•   Personal learning plan: Each resident should develop a personal learning plan with
   contributions from program staff, primary mentors, and others.21

•   Skills assessment: At the start of each NDSR program, program staff should dis-
               tribute a skills assessment to be completed by residents. Completing this assessment

 before the start of the residency enables development planning to be more timely
and tailored.22

• Peer-to-peer interaction: NDSR program staff should provide informal and formal
 opportunities for residents to learn from other residents across and among cohorts.
 These opportunities help to develop training and presentation skills.

• Feedback: Providing and receiving constructive feedback ensures the best outcomes
Each NDSR program should have routine and ad hoc mechanisms for bi-directional
feedback between mentors and residents, residents and host institutions, admin- 

    istering organizations and host institutions.

• Core skills: NDSR program staff and the advisory board should identify a core set of
skills that they work with and coach residents in acquiring. It would be ideal to provide
residents with an opportunity to develop these skills and share them between cohorts
as a common NDSR characteristic.

Each NDSR program should intentionally and thoughtfully develop its approach to curric-
lum and skills development, and incorporate the means to evaluate and share outcomes to 
iteratively improve programs.

21 Personal Learning Plan Worksheet 
22 Sample Skills Assessment Questionnaire
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As outlined in the Curriculum and Skills Development section, residents are expected to spend 
20 percent of their time on enrichment sessions, training, and professional development beyond 
the original scope of the project. Although individual residents self-select some of this work, they 
spend a significant portion of this professional development time on collaborative cohort activi-
ties, such as co-presenting at conferences, maintaining a shared blog about project work and the 
residency experience, planning educational events for the digital preservation community (e.g., 
webinars, symposia), and collaborating on other group projects as defined by program admin-
istrators or desired by the residents. 

In every iteration of the NDSR program to date, including distributed residencies, the cohort 
model has been identified as one of the most valuable components. Further iterations of the 
NDSR program are expected to continue to implement this model. For cohort development, 
NDSR program staff should

• Clearly define expectations for participation in the cohort early and throughout the
experience by means of explicit documentation.

• Require members of the cohort to attend an immersion week training session toge-
    ther at the beginning of the residency. Immersion week is also a good time to build  

support for primary mentors and encourage them to consider themselves part of
their own cohort.

• Schedule ongoing educational and professional events for the cohort to attend
    together.

• Schedule joint presentations for the cohort at professional events.

• Encourage residents to leverage the cohort as a body of knowledge.

• Encourage the cohort to meet monthly or bimonthly with program staff to discuss
blogging, group work, and collaborative NDSR professional development projects.

• Promote participation and collaboration through shared goals or group projects,
such as cohort-organized symposia, and provide tools for cohort communication,
such as a dedicated Slack channel.

Distributed residents have said that they experience more difficulty in relocating for their 
residency and more isolation during the course of the program than residents participat-
ing in a local cohort. Program staff planning for a distributed model should consider some 
of the following suggestions to provide greater support for residents in a distributed 
cohort:

• Designing distributed cohorts to take place in the same greater regional area so
that in-person meet-ups can still occur
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Distributed residents have said that they experience more difficulty in relocating for their 
residency and more isolation during the course of the program than residents participat-
ing in a local cohort. Program staff planning for a distributed model should consider some 
of the following suggestions to provide greater support for residents in a distributed 
cohort:

• Designing distributed cohorts to take place in the same greater regional area so
that in-person meet-ups can still occur

• Designing distributed cohorts such that two residents undertake their residencies
in each location

• Taking an active role in connecting residents with members of local professional
chapters and organizations

• Strengthening the roles of local mentors (as distinct from onsite primary mentors
or advisory board project advisors) to provide more active support to the residents

7. MENTORSHIP

In the context of NDSR, the person at the host institution who acts as the resident’s supervisor
and project advisor, as well as the primary contact with NDSR program staff, is referred to as the
primary mentor. Host institutions are required to designate one or more secondary mentors to
support the resident in addition to the primary mentor. Secondary mentors should be able to
fulfill the obligations of the primary mentor in the rare event that a primary mentor leaves the host
institution or drops from the program unexpectedly. Secondary mentors may be staff who can
better assist with administrative issues or workplace connections, or they may be from a separate
department whose members work closely with the resident. Host institutions may want to consid-
er integrating the resident into standing working groups or committees.

It is expected that primary mentors will dedicate at least 20 percent of their time to the NDSR
program and to project supervision. Obtaining the support of high-level executive leadership in
a host institution makes allocating time for mentoring easier. Responsibilities for mentors include,
but are not limited to, the following:

• Introducing the resident to key personnel at the host institution or external stake- 
holders who will help them complete the project

• Ensuring that the resident is included in meetings and committees related to the
project

• Ensuring that the resident has access to the work space, tools, equipment, and other
resources necessary to complete the project
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• Helping the resident adjust to the host institution

• Ensuring that the resident remains on task with the project, preventing scope creep,
and protecting the resident from being pulled away to work on unrelated projects at
the host institution

• Setting project milestones and assisting the resident with developing a detailed project
plan for achieving the deliverables

•    Supporting the resident in finding resources, providing some training in skills essential for
   the project, and putting the resident in contact with other individuals who have
needed experience and knowledge

•  Meeting regularly with the resident to discuss the progress of the project

•   Providing clear and explicit feedback on a regular basis regarding the residents’ projects
 and performance

•  Attending some portion of immersion week with the residents

•  Attending some portion of educational and professional events scheduled by the admin-
     istration with the residents

•  Being available onsite and via e-mail to the residents when they have questions about
their projects

Recommended actions for program staff to ensure that mentors understand and fulfill these re-
sponsibilities to their NDSR resident include

•  Providing mentors with a clear list of contractual requirements for their position as a
 mentor 23

•    Requiring that primary mentors commit to devoting at least 20 percent of their time to the
  project and the resident throughout the residency program

•  Creating mentorship guidelines with resources and recommendations

•     Discussing the primary mentor relationship as soon as the host institution is selected and
 revisiting that conversation periodically throughout the residency during scheduled
check-ins

•  Requiring new mentors to engage with previous NDSR mentors and residents, and provid-
     ing opportunities for them to do so

23 Host Institution and Mentor Commitment Form
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•   Providing initial training in mentorship for primary mentors before the arrival of the
resident or during immersion week

•    Building in a system of accountability for mentors who do not fulfil their contractual
obligations to their residents

It is generally expected that primary mentors will provide a degree of support that goes beyond 
project supervision and aligns more with the broader definition of a mentor. For example, they 
may serve as a resource for digital preservation learning, promote professional networking, or 
encourage the residents in their career development during and after the residency. To be sure, 
supervising and mentoring require distinct qualifications, and there have been cases where pri-
mary mentors have not had the capability to fill both roles for their residents. Primary mentors are 
not always experts in digital preservation, or they may not have time in their work schedule to 
devote to the development of a closer mentor–mentee relationship with the resident. Further-
more, it is impossible to guarantee that a strong interpersonal relationship will develop between 
a primary mentor and a resident; to an extent, this will always depend on the personalities and 
capabilities of the individuals involved. However, it is possible for program staff to provide more 
structural opportunities, support, and encouragement for the development of such a relation-
ship, both within and without the host institution. 

Suggestions for ways to strengthen the mentorship aspect of the NDSR program beyond the ex-
isting requirements for program participation include the following:

•    As part of the competitive aspect of host institution selection, require that primary
mentors at the institution demonstrate a commitment to the program, to the broader
NDSR experience, and to the residents’ professional development.

• Ensure that designated secondary mentors at host institutions can be a resource for skills
  that the primary mentor may not have, or split the role of “supervisor” and the role of
  “mentor” between two different people–one who has authority over the project and one
 who has the necessary expertise and the ability to provide mentorship as described.

•   Designate additional mentors outside of the host institution who have a connection to the
 stewardship community, a set of related project skills, and a demonstrated strong interest
 in mentorship. Advisory board members may fill this role as needed.

•  Engage former residents to act as mentors for current residents.

•   Build a cohort of/for mentors, and encourage or require mentors to engage in a wider
 community of current and former mentors.

•    Provide an opportunity for residents to describe the sort of mentorship they are looking
 for in their application or in an interview so that host institutions can determine how they
 might fulfill that need.
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•   Encourage host institutions to provide additional financial or professional incentives for
 employees to invest time in mentorship.

•  Identify past NDSR mentors who have provided exemplary mentorship and learning ex-  
periences for their resident, and encourage them to serve as repeat mentors.

•   Provide training and advice for new mentors.

Both AAPB NDSR and NDSR Art have experimented with alternate mentorship models to pro-
vide greater support during distributed residencies. AAPB NDSR used three mentors: a primary 
mentor to provide onsite support, an advisory board mentor to provide digital preservation 
expertise, and a secondary mentor outside the host institution to connect the resident with local 
professional communities. NDSR Art program staff prepared to supplement designated mentor 
relationships with additional mentors through the Art Libraries Society of North America (ARLIS/
NA) mentorship program if a resident had needs beyond the purview of the designated mentors. 
These additional mentorship relationships can be valuable to the residents, but establishing a 
strong pre-existing investment in the development of a mentor–mentee relationship on the part 
of both mentor and resident is critical to success.

8. CONCLUSION

The NDSR program is designed to cultivate the professional skills and community that are
key to advancing the nation’s capabilities to ensure the long-term viability of the digital
record. By developing impactful, significant tools, projects, and partnerships, the NDSR pro-
gram has launched participants into the field of digital stewardship and enriched the field
through their contributions. Participants leave the program with experience in the development
of fruitful partnerships and effective project management, a broad knowledge of core con-
cepts of digital stewardship, and the readiness to continue to learn new skills and adapt to
new tools and technology.

The NDSR program has proven to be an effective model for training new professionals in
digital stewardship. The NDSR handbook was created to ensure consistent practices, expecta-
tions, and standards across NDSR initiatives. By establishing a baseline for program implementation,
program leaders can continue to increase the value of NDSR and the program’s potential. In
addition, they must continue to look both inward and outward if the NDSR program is to
remain a sustainable long-term model for community growth and for the ongoing develop-
ment of a robust digital stewardship community of practice.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Advisory board: A group of individuals appointed by the administrative organization that have
expertise in their field and past experience with the NDSR program. The advisory board assists
NDSR program staff with program development and management.

Capstone event: A culminating activity at the end of the residency period planned by either
NDSR program staff or residents. Examples of a capstone event include a symposium, poster
sessions, or other professional development activities that give residents an opportunity to
share the results of their work and to grow professionally.

Cohort: A group of residents participating in the NDSR program during the same period of
time. This term can refer to a cohort based in the same locality or a distributed cohort.

Distributed cohort: A cohort in which residents live and work in different geographic areas,
communicate primarily online, and meet for joint professional events.

Enrichment sessions: Training and professional development workshops scheduled throughout
the residency. Enrichment sessions can range in topic from tool trainings, site visits and tours,
or speaker series to the development of soft skills, such as public speaking or time
management.

Host institution: An institution selected by NDSR program staff and its advisory board to engage a
resident in a substantial digital stewardship project. The host institution is responsible for inte-
grating the resident into the workplace, overseeing project work, handling day-to-day personnel
issues such as sick leave, and other similar duties.

Immersion week: One week of intensive training during which program staff provides an
orientation to the residency program, residents visit their host institutions and meet with their
mentors for the first time, and instructors selected by program staff conduct a series of interac-
tive, hands-on workshops for the cohort.

NDSR administrative organization: The organization responsible for determining the focus
and particular goals of its NDSR program initiative, designing the program, and securing funding.
The administrative organization is responsible for pay and benefits, budget management, grant
reporting, and other similar duties.
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NDSR program staff: Staff hired or assigned by the administrative organization to manage 
and operate its NDSR program. NDSR program staff are responsible for outreach and 
communication, host and resident selection, managing logistic or personnel issues, and 
other similar duties.

Primary mentor: A person at the host institution who acts as the resident’s supervisor and 
project advisor, as well as the primary contact with NDSR program staff.

Resident: A recent postgraduate degree recipient selected for the NDSR program who 
works on a discrete digital stewardship project at a host institution, participates in program 
and cohort-related events and activities, and engages in professional development and 
continued education.

Secondary mentor: A person at the host institution who can assist with administrative issues 
or workplace connections, or from a separate department whose members work closely with 
the resident. Where appropriate, a secondary mentor may be from a separate institution or 
group.

HANDBOOK HANDBOOK AND TOOLKIT VERSION 1.0
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PRIMARY MENTOR SECONDARY MENTOR NDSR PROGRAM STAFF

RESOURCE Work with the resident 
throughout the residency to 
determine an effective and 
achievable timeline for host 
project deliverables

Work with resident and orga-
nization to adjust host project 
and timeline as circumstances 
at the institution require

Liaise with the organization to 
ensure that the resident has 
the space, supplies, and 
equipment required for com-
pletion of the host project

Serve as resource to the resi-
dent in matters relating to 
digital preservation and the 
broader preservation landscape

Connect the resident with 
other professional resources 
and contacts as required

Notify the resident of potential 
educational and professional 
opportunities 

Offer career advice, resume 
feedback, and support to the 
resident

Serve as resource to the resi-
dent in matters relating to the 
NDSR program and program 
expectations

Provide educational and pro-
fessional training opportunities 
for the residents and hosts 
throughout the residency

Create and maintain calendar to 
alert the NDSR community to 
NDSR events and other pro-
fessional/educational 
opportunities

Offer career advice, resume 
feedback, and support to the 
resident

SUPERVISE Work with the resident 
throughout the residency to 
determine an effective and 
achievable timeline for host 
project deliverables

Work with resident and orga-
nization to adjust host project 
and timeline as circumstances 
at the institution require

Liaise with the organization to 
ensure that the resident has 
the space, supplies, and 
equipment required for com-
pletion of the host project

Provide guidance and feed-
back to the resident on creat-
ing their professional devel-
opment plan at the start of 
the residency

Work with the resident 
throughout the residency to 
help determine effective and 
achievable timelines and 
goals for development plan 
and AAPB NDSR joint pro-
gram deliverables

Provide template, instructions 
and guidance for the resident 
on creating their professional 
development plan at the start 
of the residency

Review resident development 
plan and joint program 
deliverables 

Work with resident, host and 
mentors to ensure that all 
parties are fulfilling their re-
sponsibilities to each other 
and to the NDSR program
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PRIMARY MENTOR SECONDARY MENTOR NDSR PROGRAM STAFF

MEETINGS

AND

AVAILABILITY

Schedule regular meetings 
with the resident to discuss 
progress of their project

Attend NDSR events with the 
resident

Work with the resident to de-
termine when additional ad-
vice from or joint meetings with 
virtual or local mentors would 
be useful for the project

Be available to the resident in 
the office for feedback and 
guidance

Schedule regular meetings 
with the resident to discuss 
educational and professional 
development 

Schedule in-person meetings 
with the resident at profes-
sional events when both are 
present

Be available to the resident 
via phone and email

Schedule monthly meetings 
with the resident cohort to 
discuss project and residency 
experiences as a group 

Organize educational and 
professional events for the 
residents and hosts, and ar-
range for resident travel

Be available to all residents 
and mentors via phone and 
email

FEEDBACK Act as primary point person 
to review host project deliver-
ables with the resident

When needed, reach out to 
secondary mentors for addi-
tional review of host project 
deliverables

Act as a resource to review 
development plan and NDSR 
program deliverables with the 
resident

Provide feedback to the resi-
dent and/or host mentor on 
host project deliverables if 
requested

Act as a resource to review 
development plan and NDSR 
program deliverables with 
the resident

REVIEW Conduct formal professional 
review with the resident half-
way through the residency 
and again at the end of the 
residency

Participate in evaluation of 
the program at the end of the 
residency

Review resident work and 
progress with the resident at 
the end of the residency

Participate in evaluation of 
the program at the end of the 
residency

Review resident work and 
progress with the resident at 
the end of the residency

Conduct evaluation of the 
program at the end of the 
residency
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PROJECT PROPOSALS

The host institution will be responsible for submitting a project proposal for consideration for 
the residency. Project proposals should include an explicit description of how the project and 
its outcomes will be incorporated into organizational operations and a summary of how the 
project fits in the larger scope of digital stewardship and the institution’s mission.

Projects for residents should:

• Be well-defined and contain explicit descriptions of deliverables and skills neces- 
    sary for success.

• Be practical, hands-on, and collaborative in nature.

• Involve significant intellectual engagement.

•  Focus either on an aspect of the digital lifecycle or some specific process that spans the
entire cycle.

• Include transferable skills that will be beneficial for the resident’s future career.

• Include work and outcomes that can be presented by the resident to a national audience
in conferences, writing, and publications.

• Provide leadership opportunities for both the resident and their institutional mentors.

Proposals should include a summary of the project, the context for the project (the project’s role in 
the bigger picture of the institution and possibly for outside the institution), a proposed timeline for 
completion (with relevant milestones), a description of the project goals and deliverable(s), and plan 
for the project’s long-term sustainability. 

Potential host institutions are encouraged to reach out to NDSR program staff to discuss projects 
that would fit within the program criteria while also being of lasting benefit to their organization.
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2. SAMPLE PROJECT PROPOSAL
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PARTNERSHIP BENEFITS

NDSR [PROGRAM NAME] is committed to the success of each resident and their host institu-
tion. As our contribution to the partnership with the host institution we provide: 

• A salary and professional development stipend for a full-time resident for [X]-months
(hired by the host institution in partnership with the program)

• Access to continuing education and professional development for staff

• The chance to be an integral part of a collaborative, national network of host institutions

3. HOST INSTITUTION GUIDELINES

PROGRAM DETAILS

The NDSR [PROGRAM  NAME] seeks partner institutions across the United States to host re-
cent postgraduate degree recipients for a year-long residency. These residents will work onsite 
to complete a digital stewardship project designed by host institution staff.

PROGRAM BACKGROUND

The National Digital Stewardship Residency (NDSR) [PROGRAM NAME] is an iteration of the 
NDSR program that began in 2013, with a pilot project developed by the Library of Congress 
in conjunction with the Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS). The NDSR program 
was developed to bridge the gap between existing well-developed classroom education and 
the need for more direct professional experience in the field. The program serves several 
different populations: students interested in the field of digital stewardship, partnering insti-
tutions, and the broader cultural heritage community. The mission of the NDSR program is to 
build a dedicated community of professionals who will advance our nation’s capabilities in 
managing, preserving, and making accessible the digital record of human achievement.

NDSR [PROGRAM NAME] adapts and expands the NDSR model by [SUMMARY OF INITIATIVE 
GOALS]. The program will support [NUMBER OF COHORTS] dispersed/local cohort(s)– con-
sisting of [NUMBER OF RESIDENTS] recent postgraduates placed in host institutions for 
[NUMBER OF MONTHS] month residencies.

Sample: NDSR Art adapts and expands the NDSR model by addressing issues of digital pres-
ervation and stewardship in relation to the arts, with a particular focus on new media and arts 
information. The program will support two nationally dispersed cohorts– each consisting of 
four recent postgraduates placed in host institutions for twelve-month residencies.  
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ORGANIZATIONAL COMMITMENT

The success of the residency experience is dependent upon the participation of engaged, 
committed host institutions and mentors. Host institutions should:

• Be responsible for the long-term stewardship of digital information assets or be in a po-
          sition to influence other institutions through policy, advocacy, consortia activities, and  

  other non-collecting methods of supporting digital stewardship.

• Have a clear vision of the project plan and how the resident will be effectively utilized.

• Have the stated support of leadership to ensure the resident is considered and treated
as an integral part of the organization.

• Be an active participant in the hiring and recruiting processes. The host institution will
select the resident in partnership with NDSR program staff. Host institutions should be
prepared to review applications and conduct interviews.

• Provide an engaging supervisor/mentor (fulltime staff) with the time and resources to
support a resident for [X] months.

• Allow resident supervisor/mentors to participate in occasional meetings with project col-
        leagues and NDSR program staff. 

• Be able to integrate the resident into the broader work and organizational culture of the
institution.

• Provide project resources (including software and storage space).

 • Provide a valuable learning and work environment for the resident.

 • Immerse the resident in the ongoing activities of the host institution as much as possible.

• Provide a computer workstation, email address, and business cards for residents consis-
        tent with institutional practice. 

• Understand that residents will dedicate 80% of their working hours to their host institu-
        tions and 20% of their working hours to training, education, and collaborative NDSR  

NDSR projects of benefit to the NDSR community. This will include taking part in an ongo- 
        ing series of seminars, workshops, and other educational programs designed by NDSR 

program staff,host institutions, affiliated NDSR programs in other cities, and the residents
themselves.

• Be willing to provide assistance in locating affordable housing (although residents will
ultimately be responsible for securing and financing their own living accommodations).
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HOST INSTITUTION PRIMARY MENTOR

Host institutions will designate one onsite supervisor to act as the resident’s primary mentor. 
Primary mentors will be expected to commit a percentage of their time to training, project 
supervision, and guidance. The primary mentor will be asked to:

• Provide weekly supervision and support for the resident.

• Conduct bi-annual evaluations.

• Attend a week-long digital stewardship training session.

• Join monthly conference calls to discuss progress on projects..

• Contribute to the assessment and promotion of the NDSR program.
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4. HOST INSTITUTION APPLICATION
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5. RESIDENT APPLICATION
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6. HOST INSTITUTION AND MENTOR COMMITMENT FORM

The success of the residency experience is dependent upon the commitment of host institu-
tions and mentors. Host institutions selected to participate must provide the resources
necessary to ensure a valuable professional experience. Host institutions must also provide
one or more full-time staff members as mentors who can commit to dedicating at least 20
percent of their time to the project.

The following criteria are required of all host institutions:

1. Designate at least one full-time staff member who is able to commit at least 20 percent
of their time to supporting the project and the resident, including attending NDSR events.

2. Provide the resident with the status, resources, and privileges of a full professional staff
member of the organization for the period of the residency, including an organizational
email address, business cards representing their position as a resident in the organization,
tion, and access to dedicated staff physical and digital spaces consistent with institutional
practice for other staff.

3. Ensure that the organization’s management and staff are informed of the resident’s po-
       sition and requirements.

4. Provide adequate space, supplies, and equipment required for the successful 
completion of the residency project, including a computer, any required software and 
hardware, any necessary training, and required storage space.

5. Understand that the resident will spend 80 percent of their working hours on their project
for the host institution, and 20 percent on other activities, including working on NDSR
collaborative projects, attending conferences and educational events, and pursuing per-

        sonal career development opportunities. 

The following criteria are required of all primary mentors:

1. Integrate the resident into the work and organizational culture of the institution.

2. Serve as a resource for the resident in understanding the needs, culture, challenges, and
 requirements of the digital stewardship landscape.

3. Schedule weekly meetings with the resident to discuss progress of their project.

4. Act as the primary point person to review project deliverables with the resident. When
needed, consult advisors for review of project deliverables.

5. Conduct a formal professional review with the resident halfway through the residency
and again at the conclusion of the residency.

6. Contribute to an evaluation of the NDSR program at the conclusion of the residency.
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I agree to commit to the responsibilities outlined in this document.

Signature 

Printed Name Date

Signature Organization

Printed Name
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7. RESIDENT COMMITMENT FORM
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The National Digital Stewardship Residency (NDSR) [PROGRAM NAME] is an iteration of the 
NDSR program that began in 2013, with a pilot project developed by the Library of Congress 
in conjunction with the Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS). The NDSR program 
was developed to bridge the gap between existing well-developed classroom education and 
the need for more direct professional experience in the field. The program serves several 
different populations: students interested in the field of digital stewardship, partnering insti-
tutions, and the broader cultural heritage community. The mission of the NDSR program is to 
build a dedicated community of professionals who will advance our nation’s capabilities in 
managing, preserving, and making accessible the digital record of human achievement. 

NDSR [PROGRAM NAME] adapts and expands the NDSR model by [SUMMARY OF INITIA-
TIVE GOALS]. The program will support [NUMBER OF COHORTS] dispersed/local cohort(s) 
consisting of [NUMBER OF RESIDENTS] recent postgraduates placed in host institutions for 
[NUMBER OF MONTHS] month residencies.

Sample: NDSR Art adapts and expands the NDSR model by addressing issues of digital pres-
ervation and stewardship in relation to the arts, with a particular focus on new media and arts 
information. The program will support two nationally dispersed cohorts– each consisting of 
four recent postgraduates placed in host institutions for twelve-month residencies.

PROGRAM BACKGROUND

Include information on how much residents will be paid, how and at what intervals they will 
receive payment, and any information about benefits they will receive. 

Include information about how residents will be classified within the applicable payroll/human 
resources system (e.g. full-time employee, temporary employee, fellow) and information 
about tax liabilities.

STIPEND AND BENEFITS INFORMATION:

EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF INTERNS:

Residents will be overseen and supervised by the host institution. Residents are subject to 
the on-site expectations set by their host institution and primary mentor and to any agree-
ments between them and their host institution regarding the residency.

SUPERVISION:
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The following commitment is required of all residents:

1. Accept a full-time position as an NDSR resident with your host institution, from the period
of [DATE] to [DATE]

2. Designate 80% of your standard work week over this period towards completing the
assigned deliverables for the digital stewardship project designed by your host institution.

3. Designate 20% of your standard work week over this period towards professional development
 in coordination with NDSR, including (but not limited to), attendance at professional
 conferences, engaging in self-directed learning, attending educational events, creating blog
   entries, reports and presentations, and pursuing other professional development opportunities.

4.  Attend at least 90% of scheduled NDSR educational events.

5.  Share all materials produced for the NDSR Residency under a Creative Commons Attribu-   
         tion-Non Commercial 4.0 International License, including but not limited to, blog posts, 

 webinars, tutorials, and any other materials required by NDSR that are not specific host
 deliverables.

6.  Contribute to an evaluation of the residency program at the conclusion of the
 residency.

Name of Resident (print): 

Date:  

Signature:

STATEMENT OF EXPECTATIONS:
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8. SAMPLE RESIDENT MANUAL
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9. SAMPLE HOST INSTITUTION CHECKLIST FOR RESIDENT ORIENTATION

63

NDSR program staff expects host institutions to integrate their resident into their work place
like a regular employee and offer them all the tools and support they need to complete their
projects as outlined in the project proposals. Host institutions should have a thorough orientation
for their resident that covers all of the necessary aspects of the workplace and organization that
the resident will need to complete their projects. This outline can serve as a guide to what a
resident may need to know about your organization:

• Brief History of Organization
o Organization strategic goals
o Service unit goals

• Organization Structure
o Staff directory
o Organization chart
o Service unit chart

• Access to Building
o Public transit information
o Building entry

• Tour of Facilities

• Physical Security
o Badges and ID
o Emergency Procedures

∙ Emergency evacuation plan

• Services
o Conference room scheduling
o Desk and key requests for drawers
o Electronic door key access
o Who to contact for administrative tasks

∙ Equipment repair and service (fax machines, copiers, etc.)
∙ General support (air, heating, light, etc.)
∙ Computer support (hardware or software – IT Services)
∙ Mail distribution (internal and external)
∙ Printing and graphics services
∙ Multimedia services

• Telephone and Computer Set Up
o User instructions
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o Voice system
o General dialing

∙ Transfers
∙ Conference calls
∙ Holds
∙ Speed Dial

• Office Equipment
o Copy and fax machine locations
o User instructions
o Supplies cabinet/closet

• Training
o Mandatory trainings

∙ Harassment
∙ IT security

• Organization Resources
o Access to research facilities
o Organization newsletters
o Events
o Gym
o Health and wellness facility
o Cafeteria and snack bars

• Additional Orientation Optionst
o Public Tour – arranging a tour for the resident to attend a public tour of your orga- 

      nization’s collections will help reinforce your resident’s sense of prestige and inform 
 them about the content available within the collections.
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Scope/Timeline

• Does the project feel manageable?

• Are the objectives clear?

• How is the timeline going thus far and how do you see it unfolding as the residency
moves forward?

• Does the work match what you expected?

• Are you performing activities not outlined in the original proposal?

MENTOR/INSTITUTION

• Are you receiving the guidance and support you need from your mentor(s) to execute
your project? In what form do you receive feedback and input? How often?

• Are you receiving the support you need from the institution to execute your project?

• What opportunities have you had to participate in the organization and meet staff out
side of your project?

• What professional development opportunities, if any, have you received from the
organization?

• Is your workstation/work area meeting your needs?

NDSR PROGRAM

• Have the workshops been constructive? Have they been covering material you find useful?
What components might be added or eliminated?

• Do you feel you are getting enough/too much/not enough face time with the other re-
       sidents? The other mentors? Program staff? 

• Are you receiving the support you need from program staff (i.e. support for projects,
professional development, PR)?
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10. NDSR PROGRAM STAFF INTERIM SITE VISIT WORKSHEET

Resident Name:

Host Institution:

PROJECT

Discuss interim report. Discuss any updates.
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• Is program staff communicating effectively?

• Do you feel like events get scheduled unexpectedly or without due notice?

• Do you understand program expectations and the reasons behind them?

• Do you feel there is transparency regarding program decisions (i.e. conferences,
budget)?

• Are there any areas where you would like more clarity and/or documentation?

• Are you able to communicate with program staff?

• Are your questions answered to your satisfaction? Are they answered in a timely manner?

• Do you feel you have someone to go to if you have a problem with your project? Men-
       tor? NDSR program staff?

• Is the residency program delivering what you expected?

• Do you have any questions or concerns about conferences, blogging, or other work outside
of the project itself? (Check in on level of program work--too much? Just right?)

• What are your initial ideas for your enrichment session?
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Do you have any questions for us?

SITE VISIT WORKSHEET - MENTORS 

Host Institution: 

Mentors participating in the site visit: 

PROJECT

• How is the project timeline going thus far and how do you see it unfolding as the residency
moves forward? Has the scope of the project changed? Have the deliverables changed?

• Is the resident performing activities not outlined in the original proposal?

• Are you/the resident receiving the support you need from the institution to execute the
project? Did you have bureaucratic problems (with badges, desks, computer accounts,
etc.)? Any issues we should be aware of (mostly to advise future institutions)?

• What is your biggest challenge or concern? (e.g. getting buy-in; perception within the
       organization; scheduling; lack of knowledge and/or experience).

RESIDENT

• Is the performance of the resident matching your expectations? Does the resident have the
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NDSR PROGRAM

• Do you feel you are getting enough/too much/not enough face time with the other men- 
       tors? The other residents? Program staff? Do you feel you can reach out to other mentors

with questions, advice, for feedback, etc.?

• Are you receiving the support you need from program staff? (i.e. support for projects,
professional development, PR, etc.)

• Is program staff communicating effectively?

• Do you feel like events get scheduled unexpectedly or without due notice?

• Do you understand program expectations/goals for residents and the reasons behind them?

• Do you feel there is transparency regarding program decisions (conferences, budget, etc.)

• Are there any areas where you would like more clarity and/or documentation?

• Are you able to communicate with program staff?

• Are your questions answered to your satisfaction? Are they answered in a timely manner?

• Do you feel you have someone to go to if you have a problem with the project? NDSR pro-
       gram staff?

• Is the residency program delivering what you expected?

• Do you have any questions or concerns about conferences, blogging, or other work outside
of the project itself? (Check in on level of program work--do they feel residents are spending  
 too much time away due to program requirements? Spending too much time wor-  

         king on program requirements?)

       Do you have any questions for us?
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        prior training/experience that you expected? 

• Have any issues come up that we should be aware of? (Frequent absences/tardiness, per-
       sonality conflicts, etc.)

• What is your approach to providing guidance and support to the resident? How/When do
you provide feedback and input on the project?

• Do you have any questions or concerns about the mentorship process?

• What opportunities has the resident had to participate in the organization and meet staff
outside of their project?
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11.  RESIDENT INTERIM AND FINAL REPORT GUIDELINES

INTERIM REPORTS

REPORTS DUE

    • MM/DD/YYYY

    • MM/DD/YYYY

As a resident in the NDSR program you must produce written reports that document 
your progress throughout the residency and the state of the project at your departure. 
This document will provide NDSR program staff with valuable information that will be used 
to document your work and to inform the future structure of the program.  

Below are topics that should be covered in your interim report. 

INTRODUCTION

    1. Name of resident. 

    2. Name of host institution.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT

    1. Brief overview of the planned project and proposed outcome. 

    2. Resources required.

    3. Outline of steps necessary to complete the project. 

PROJECT EXECUTION

    1. Project timeline with discussion of milestones and deliverables achieved. 

    2. Did the project need to be altered from the original project that was proposed? 
        If so,  explain why and provide a summary of the final project description.

    3. Significant accomplishments. 

     4. Any additional work activities not included in the original proposal that have been 
        achieved during this reporting period.
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FINAL REPORTS

REPORTS DUE

    • MM/DD/YYYY

Below are topics that should be covered in your final report. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT

    1. Project Title. 

    2. Overview: Provide a very brief overview describing the need, problem, or challenge            
        addressed by your project, the audience served, your project design, your intended  
        results, and the extent to which you achieved your intended results.

    3. Description of Project Partners: List the names and describe the roles and contri-
        butions of any project partners as identified in your project proposal. 

    5. Outreach or dissemination activities (conferences, etc.).

      6. Challenges faced relating to project work (how did you address them?).

       7.     Impact or significant outcomes for the host institution, the professional community,  
        and the resident.

ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION

    1. Lessons learned and recommendations for future projects in this area.

    2. Skills you acquired as a result of the project work.

    3. What aspects of the program design have best supported you in your work, and 
        what could be improved? 

    4. General conclusions and recommendations.
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PROJECT EXECUTION

    1. List the activities completed during the project and compare them to the activities
         you set out to complete for the project. Whenever possible, describe activities in 
         both quantitative and qualitative terms. If you did not complete all the activities, 
        explain why.
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    2. Did the project need to be altered from the original project that was proposed? If
        so, explain why.

    3. Significant accomplishments in terms of project work.

    4. Outreach or dissemination activities (conferences, etc.)

ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION

    1. Project Results: Analyze your entire project. Compare the actual accomplishments of the   
          project with the intended results, outcomes, and impacts you identified in your proposal.  
        Use quantitative data as well as qualitative examples, highlights from your evaluation, and 
         compelling anecdotes. Identify and document significant project achievements and their 
        value. Describe any significant unanticipated costs or circumstances that created obstacles
            to project success, and summarize lessons learned during the course of the project. For  
         this report, outcomes are changes in individuals’ knowledge, skills, attitudes, behaviors, or 
          other conditions related to the purpose of the project. Impact is a large-scale and/or long-
        term result that affects one or more institutions, communities, or fields. Provide images 
        screenshots, maps, floor plans, charts, tables, publications, or datasets as appropriate to
         illustrate your project’s achievements during the reporting period.

    2. What’s next? Describe any plans to continue work in this area and/or to sustain the 
        benefit of this project beyond this grant’s end date.

    3. Products: Attach one copy of any product that resulted from grant-funded activities,  
        including final evaluation reports and instruments; research findings, publications, or    
           manuscripts; learning resources; and other deliverables. For web-based material, pro-
        vide URLs and sample screenshots.

The final report will be shared with other host institutions and be made publicly available 
on the NDSR site. Please let us know if there are any portions of the report that you would 
prefer to have edited before we share the public version on the NDSR site.  



12.  HOST INSTITUTION FINAL REPORT GUIDELINES
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FINAL REPORT (PRIMARY MENTOR)

REPORT DUE

Each host institution is responsible for producing a final assessment (2-4 pages) that docu-
ments the progress and achievements of the project. 

Below are topics that should be covered in your final report.

INTRODUCTION

    1. Name of resident. 

    2. Name of host institution.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT

    1. Brief overview of the planned project and proposed outcome. 

    2. Outline of steps necessary to complete the project.

PROJECT EXECUTION

    1. Brief overview of the planned project and proposed outcome. 

    2. Outline of steps necessary to complete the project.

    3. Any additional work activities not included in the original proposal that have been 
       achieved during this reporting period. 

    4. Outreach or dissemination activities (conferences, etc.).

    5. Challenges faced relating to project work (how did you address them?). 

    6. Impact or significant outcomes for the host institution, the professional community, and 
        the resident.

ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION

    1. Lessons learned and recommendations for future projects in this area.
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    2. General conclusions and recommendations.

The final report will be shared with other host institutions be made publicly available on the 
NDSR site. Please let us know if there are any portions of the report that you would prefer to 
have edited before we share the public version on the NDSR site.



13.  SAMPLE CURRICULUM 
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14.  SAMPLE SKILLS ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

YOUR NAME:

    1. How familiar with digital preservation concepts and applications are you?

    2. What is the best thing that can happen as a result of you participating in NDSR? What are 
        you hoping to gain from the residency? 
 a. Personally
 b. Professionally

PROJECT EXECUTION

    3.   What kind of impact would you like to make on your host institution? How will you measure this?  

    4. What are your expectations of being a part of the cohort in terms of responsibilities or impacts?

    5.   How would you like to be supported by NDSR staff members?

    6. What topics outside of digital stewardship are you hoping to learn through workshops or 
        gain experience in at your host institutions?

    7. When the residency is over, what outcomes would you judge as either a success or a failure         
         for the residency?

Please check either ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ for each task based on your experience:

TASK YES NO

I have taken courses on digital preservation.

I am familiar with the PREMIS standard for preservation metadata.

I am familiar with the OAIS standard.

I have used some tools related to digital stewardship.

I have experience managing a project.

I have conducted research related to digital stewardship.

I have contributed to the development of a digital stewardship policy.

I have contributed to the development of a digital stewardship strategy.

I have collaborated with people in different departments or organizations on a 
digital stewardship project.
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TASK YES NO

I have participated in the development of best practices related to digital 
stewardship.

I have contributed to an inventory of digital content or media.

I have contributed to the design of a workflow related to digital stewardship.

I have contributed to the development of a digitization plan.

I have contributed to the development of format requirements or specifications.

I have contributed to the development of metadata requirements or specifications.

I have set goals for myself for developing technical competencies related to 
digital stewardship

I have contributed to a format migration plan

I have contributed to the requirements or specifications for a digital preservation 
repository (software, hardware, storage, etc.).

I have contributed to a digital preservation repository audit or assessment.

I have contributed to the development of requirements or specifications for 
providing access to preserved content.

I have participated in a project to raise digital stewardship awareness.

I have participated in a webinar related to digital stewardship.

I have attended a professional conference related to digital stewardship.

I have written a public blog post on my digital stewardship research or project.

I have presented a poster on my digital stewardship research or project at a 
professional conference.

I have given a presentation on my digital stewardship research or project at 
a professional conference.

I have contributed to the organization of an educational event related to 
digital stewardship.
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15.  PERSONAL LEARNING PLAN WORKSHEET

1. Project goals: Given the project goals listed by your host institution, please list 3-5 key 
    key topics, skills and/or tools you would like to learn so that you can achieve the project
     goals. Note the ones that are essential for the successful completion of your project. 

Project-specific Topics, Skills and Tools Ideas for how you might learn or gain ex-
perience in these topics, skills or tools 
during the residency

2. Professional development goals: Please list 3-5 additional topics or tools that you would
    like to learn so that you can advance your professional knowledge and skills. 

Topics, Skills and Tools Ideas for how you might learn or gain ex-
perience in these topics, skills or tools 
during the residency
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16.  SAMPLE GRANT NARRATIVE
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This is a sample budget for a fictional residency based in the Seattle area. It assumes resi-
dents will attend one national conference together. In developing a proposal to administer 
an NDSR project, it is likely that an administrative organization would plan to cover some of 
these costs through grant funding, and others via cost share. All numbers provided in this 
budget, including salaries and fringe benefits rates, are intended as examples/estimates and 
should not be taken as reflective of any real past or present project. 

STAFF

Project Director: $15,000 [1 senior staff member with a salary of $100,000, at 10% of time for 1.5 
years]
Fringe benefits for Project Director: $4950 [$15,000 x fringe benefit rate of 33%]
Project Manager: $87,000 [1 project manager with a salary of $58,000, at 100% of time for 1.5 
years]
Fringe benefits for Project Manager: $28,710 [$87,000 x fringe benefit rate of 33%]
Total: $135,660

RESIDENTS

Resident salaries: $268,675 [5 residents at 100% of time for 1 year at GS-9 recommended 
rates for the Seattle area]
Fringe benefits for residents: $88,663 [$268,675 x fringe benefit rate of 33%]
Professional Development allowance: $7,500 [$1,500 per resident x 5 residents]
Total: $364,838

ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL

Project Advisors: $5,000 [5 advisors with a $1,000 stipend each]
Independent Evaluator: $8,000 [estimated contract rate]
Total: $13,000

JOINT CONFERENCE TRAVEL

Resident Hotel: $3,750 [5 residents x $300/night x 3 nights]
Resident Airfare: $2,500 [5 residents x $500 round-trip airfare]
Resident Per Diem: $1,035 [5 residents x $69 GSA per diem rate x 3 days]
Staff Hotel: $1,800 [2 staff x $300/night x 3 nights]
Staff Airfare: $1,000 [2 staff x $500 round-trip airfare]
Staff Per Diem: $345 [2 staff x $69 GSA per diem rate x 3 days]
Total: $10,430

EVENT COSTS

Immersion Week Instructors: $3,000 [3 instructors with a $1,000 stipend each]
Immersion Week Meals/Catering: $1,200 [8 attendees x $15/attendee per meal x 2 meals/day x 5 days]

17.  SAMPLE BUDGET
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Immersion Week Mixer/Reception: $500 [approximate cost of renting space/purchasing 
appetizers at a bar]

Capstone Event Catering: $600 [40 attendees x $15/attendee]
Total: $5,300

ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS

Website Hosting: $198 [$99/year x 2 years]
Misc. Printing Costs: $1000 
Organizational Administrative Overhead (occupancy, computer, phones): $30,000 [$20,000/
year x 1.5 years]
Total: $31,198

TOTAL BUDGET: $530,456
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18.  SAMPLE NDSR PROGRAM TIMELINE AND RESIDENCY SCHEDULE  

MILESTONES 

    • Program planning and review (recommended time allotment is at least 5-6 months)
 o   Assemble advisory board 
 o   Hire program manager
 o   Curriculum development 
 o   Select immersion week instructors
 o   Create online presence and promote the program

    • Select host institutions (recommended time allotment is 3 months) 
 o  Put out call for applications approximately two months before application due date 
 o   Review project proposals with advisory board
 o   Host institutions selected and notified within 2-3 weeks after due date
 o   Selected projects published on NDSR program website

    • Select residents (recommended time allotment is 2 months)
 o   Put out a call for residents approximately one month before application due date
 o   Host institutions review applications and conduct interviews
 o   Residents selected and notified within 3-4 weeks after due date 

    • Residents begin program approximately 2-3 months after acceptance

    • Immersion week during first week of the residency program

    • NDSR program staff and/or resident begin scheduling monthly enrichment sessions

    • NDSR program staff and/or residents begin planning conference travel

    • Resident interim reports due and NDSR program staff conduct site visits

    • NDSR program staff and/or residents begin planning capstone event

    • Residents begin program approximately 2-3 months after acceptance

    • Resident and host final reports due

    • NDSR program staff contract with evaluation consultant

    • Capstone event and closing ceremony

    • End of residency

    • NDSR program evaluation and reporting on program
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